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The Gateway LT3201u offers its big Chiclet-style keyboard and 1.7GHz AMD Athlon II Neo
Processor K125, which is even faster than the Intel Atom processor just for $449. The Gateway
LT3201u has well executed look with its bright and sharp display, the battery backup is excellent
and can run for about 5.5 hrs. The Gateway Lt3201u lid has a pleasant ice blue color with a zigzag
pattern on it. It weighs less than 3 pound, so carrying around wonâ€™t be a trouble any more.

Design

Performance

Gaming

Configuration

Design

The Gateway LT3201uâ€™s design is similar to that of the Acer Ferrari One, with 4 GB of RAM with
dual core AMD processor that have cost you around $600. But the Gateway LT3201u might cost
you about $449 and the performance of this system is really excellent with in this price range or
entry level. The Gateway LT3201u has flat, close packed, wide keys and really huge keyboard. This
will really make you feel much comfortable while typing. It has undersized touchpad.

The touchpad includes some basic multi-touch gestures, such as two-finger scrolling but are little
hard to use. It has separated left and right mouse buttons. The Gateway LT3201uâ€™s has 11.6-inch
screen with 1,366Ã—768 pixels of native resolution that is standard for almost laptop. The best feature
included in the LT3201u is its HDMI output, which has become standard for hooking up with better
display. It lacks the Bluetooth but have pretty standard ports and connections.

Performance

The Gateway LT3201u haveÂ AMD Athlon II Neo Processor K125, with the speed of 1.7 GHz and
1MB of L2 cache installed in it, that can let you easily perform your daily tasks. The Gateway
LT3201u is loaded with 2 GB DDR3 RAM memory.

The overall performance of the LT3201u is surprisingly very responsive and can load the programs
quickly. The only difference is it has AMD Athlon single-core chip processor instead of Intel Atom
processor that most of the current net-book uses.

Gaming

Gateway LT3201u performs well, when tested for 3D gaming performance at 1024 X 768 pixels
native resolution. Its performance are better than any other net-book of this range, but always keep
in mind that these net-book are not for hard-core gaming. The light games can be played on it.

Configuration

The Gateway LT3201u has SATA hard disk of 250 GB, 5400 rpm installed in it, that might give you
not much but enough capacity to store or save many pictures, videos and other important
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documents. It has AMD Athlon II Neo, K125 processor with 2 GB DDR3 RAM memory.

Along its body it has three USB-2.0 ports that let you to connect three different devices at a time and
a card reader. It has inbuilt LAN, speakers and 6 cell li-ion battery which can give the backup of up
to 5.5 hours. With all these features including, it still has maintained its weight up to 2.76 lbs.
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Arun is an expert author of Tech industry and contributes his valuable thoughts for IT industry
readers. All above tips must work to  a Virus Support,a Computer Virus Protection on your Notepad
with a Fix Internet Explorer.
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